The Gibson Designer Series

Express yourself. Now you can order a unique, custom designed finish on your new Gibson Explorer or Flying V for that special look on stage to go with your special sound.

Whether it's one of several Custom Graphic designs or a one-of-a-kind Artist Original, you're assured an outstanding artistic design finish, a superb hand rubbed finish that will enhance the looks and lasting value of your instrument.

Ask your nearest authorized dealer about Gibson's Designer Series. You'll like the price.

Artist Originals.

No other guitar will be exactly like yours. Each is painted separately and initialed by the artist, so your instrument is a valuable, one-of-a-kind piece of art as unique and expressive as your music.

To assure a design finish that will best suit your visual preferences, we offer the following generalized design categories:

a. Blue Splash (only on Alpine White)
b. Wavelength (only on Alpine White)
c. Swirl (only on Ebony)
d. Fireworks (only on Alpine White)
e. Galaxy (only on Ebony)
f. Lido (only on Alpine White)

*Each is available on both the Gibson Explorer and Flying V
The Gibson Designer Series

Custom Graphics

Tasteful and highly artistic, Gibson's selection of Custom Graphics will set you apart from the rest on any stage.

You'll have Gibson's handsome, high gloss finish on a design instrument assured of lasting value. And considering the low cost of this attractive option, that's important.

Pick out your favorite design and express yourself with the very best—Gibson.

Style 30
Style 31
Style 32

Style 20
Style 21
Style 22

Rebel Invader
Union Jack Explorer
Rebel Victory Artist or Standard Bass

*Available only on the Gibson Explorer
†Available only on the Gibson Flying V
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To improve the design, quality and performance of our instruments and to make use of the best available materials at all times, we reserve the right to change specifications without notice.
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